
Dear Y6 Parents, 

As I hope you will be aware, our History topic this term is ‘The 

Georgians’. One of the aims is to understand how this era, and individual 

figures within it, influenced life and culture within Bristol and Bath, with 

the intention of visiting both places. 

Although, sadly, we are unable to take these trips, an exciting alternative 

is at hand! The Bath Natural Theatre Company have offered to provide a 

‘Georgian Day’ for Year 6 within school. They will be reinforcing what we 

have been learning in class and relating it to what life would have been 

like in Bristol / Bath during this time. It promises to be a super 

experience.  

The school will be subsidising some of the cost of this event but in order 

to try and bring the cost to parents down further, Year 6 pupils have 

been thinking of some fund-raising strategies.  

Out of a range of suggestions, the top three ideas are as follows: 

1. A pyjama/ onesie MUFTI day for Year 6 – with a £2 contribution – 

on Monday 7th December. 

2. A Sponsored Silence day (this could extend to your home setting if 

you wish!) – on Wednesday, 25th November. 

3. ‘Bob-a-job’ – Any ongoing opportunities for the children to earn a 

little bit of money in return for completing helpful tasks. For 

example: washing the car, doing housework or keeping the 

bedroom tidy for a week!  

Whilst I hope that the first suggestion can be supported by everyone, I 

fully appreciate that finding extra money, or asking for sponsors, can be 

difficult, especially in the run up to Christmas. There is no obligation, and 

any monies raised are very gratefully received.  

Please feel free to email me any ‘Bob-a-job’ photos.  I will take pictures 

of the class-based events and of course, of the Georgian Day. This will 

take place at the beginning of December and will be a really fitting end to 

our topic. 

Many thanks for your ongoing support, 

Kind regards, 

Mel Reid (Year 6 Class Teacher) 

 



 


